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A virtual directory is a middleware application abstracting backend data from applications of client
which make it attainable for them to modify or consolidate presentation of information in genuine
time. This presents an less complicated way of integrating new applications into existing identity
infrastructure with no altering the data in the directory. Consequently, the information is in its original
location and format. This engineering is developed for all main platforms in order for it to function in
environments employing number of operating systems.

It may also function by delivering single granular security policy for backed identity repositories,
enhancing the efficiency of the directories and databases through the techniques of search caching
as well as load balancing. A virtual directory is a great addition into your current Active Directory
infrastructure improving the administration and operation of the enterprise directory services.

Using a virtual directory server, you can expect several advantages for instance increased
efficiency. This answer comes with mixture of failover mechanisms and load balancing search
caching for the LDAP queries, strong query routing functionality. Furthermore, it might improve
safety through granular filtering controls. This technologies also offers easily-scalable architecture
using managed Server Groups.

Together with these functions and benefits, a virtual directory is efficient at consolidating data views
contemplating these information come from separate or many supply. While it's potential to realize
the identical data consolidation using classic techniques or strategy, they usually do not deliver
effectiveness and can oftentimes demand a great deal of time that could have been otherwise used
on other significant aspects of the business. Fortunately organizations require not to cope with that
any longer mainly because of the availability of a virtual directory. It delivers time saving solution
that other technologies canâ€™t.

Apart from that, a virtual directory may also act as LDAP proxy wherein it ensures that the LDAP
directories and databases are nicely secured against those users that are not given permission from
the admin to access or perform some unnecessary adjustments on the information and their stores.
This presents administrators with peace of thoughts that their data remains secured and unharmed
by other users.
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